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FOREWORD

The Curriculum and Evaluation Team in the Instructional Technology Sys-
tems Technical Area of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral
and Social Sciences (ARI) performs evaluation and curriculum development with
applicability to military education and training. Of special interest is the

formative evaluation of a pilot program on the teaching of learning strategies
at Fort Knox, KY. Because learning strategies training is seen as a potential

solution to some of the cognitive skill deficits that prevent certain soldiers
from succeeding in the Army, it is essential to conduct a comprehensive evalu-
ation of such training.

EDGAR M. JOHNSON
Technical Director
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FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF AN ADAPTATION OF THE FEUERSTEIN INSTRUMENTAL
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM IN THE U.S. ARM'Y BASIC SKILLS EDUCATION PROGRAM
(BSEP 1I)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

Large numbers of American youths leave the education system lacking the
knowledge and basic skills needed to function effectively in careers. The
Army has accepted many of these youths with the expectation that they will
develop the necessary skills in the context of an Army career. To address
these needs, the Army developed the Basic Skills Education Program (BSEP).

VIn addition to defici ocies in specific skills such as reading, language
arts, and computation, z.ere are more general deficiencies in underlying

cognitive skills or leai ing strategies--problem definition, analytical think-
ing, and systematic planning, for example. The U.S. Army Training Develop-
ments Institute of the Training and Doctrine Command (TDI, TRADOC) adapted
the Instrumental Enrichment (IE) Program developed by Israeli psychologist
Reuven Feuersteirn for a demonstration at Fort Knox, KY, to teach such cogni-
tive skills to soldiers. The current research was undertaken with the intent
of providing a comprehensive, formative evaluation of this demonstration.

Procedures:

The procedures used in this formative evaluation included observations,
interviews, and cognitive tests. Pre- and post-measures on soldiers included
standardized tests (Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVA3), and
Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE)), commanders' ratings, and an A.I/AIR-
developed test of cognitive functioning based partly on Feuerstein's instru-
ments. Before and after the demonstration, assessments were taken of ade-
quacy of teacher training and of teachers' reactions to IE. Before instruc-
tion, ART/AIR conducted a comprehensive review of the IE materials adapted
for Army use. During instruction a number of measures were used--teachers'
records of student exposure to 1E, attendance records, student performance
on 1E materials, teachers' self-evaluations, and ART/AIR structured observa-
tions. BSEP cycles from November 1981 through April 1982 were involved in.
the demonstration and the evaluation.

Findings:

As exrected, students improved their reading, language arts, and compu-
tation sk is during the BSEP cycle, as measured by the -BE. However, these
gains were not related to gains either in general cognitive skills or in spe-
cific abilities to perform IE exercises. In fact, scores on Organization of
Dots, the IE instrument on which greatest gains occurred, were not correlated
with the scores on the TABE or with General Technical (GT) scores on the
ASVAB. Thus, it appears that this particular adaptatinn of IE addressed
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skills different from those needed for short-term gains in standardized tests.
The Army's adaptation of IE showed loa fidelity to Feuerstein's original pro-
gram. Therefore, from this demonstration it is not possible to assess defini-
tively the potential of IE for improving soldiers' performance either on

standardized tests or on the job. The demonstration did show the need for

improvements in both teacher training and materials, and the need for a greater

amount of classroom time for the adaptation to be more faithful to the original

model and to be more effective.

Utilization of Findings:

The information generated by this demonstration and its evaluation by

ARI/AIR has been shared in written and oral forms witi other parts of ARI and
the Department of the Army involved in examining IE for Army use. New instru-
ments developed for the evaluation have been given to current users and are

also available in the report. With regard to utilization, the most important

aspects of the evaluation are the findings concerning proper and effective

implementation of a program of this type in an Army setting.
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Large numbers of American youths leave the educational system lacking the

basic knowledge and skills they need to function effectively on the job. The

US Army accepts many of these youths with the expectation tnat the' .an

acquire the necessary skills for job success. To address these needs, the

Army developed the Basic Skills Education Program--BSE? I for soldiers in

basic training, and BSEP II for soldiers who have completed AIT or OSJT.

In addition to deficiences in reading, writing, and computing skills,

soldiers exhibit more general deficiencies in underlying cognitive skills.

Teaching these cognitive skills--often called learning strategies--requires

methods different from those used for teaching reading, writing, and

computation. One comprehensive method is the Instrumental Enrichment (IE)

Progra&, developed by Israeli psvchologist'Reuven Feuerstein (1980).

The IE Program consists of a set of 14 "instruments" or exercise booklets

that can be used to teach basic cognitive skills, such as problem definition,

analytical thinking, systematic planning, systematic searches, perceptual

precision, and learninE processes. These instruments have been used

successfully with culturally deprived adolescents, leedinE to increased sccrez

cn standard tests (?euersteir., 1980). The- were particularly succes.ful in

zrrducing lone-term rather than iz ediate ratns.

To exarine IE in the context o: , the Ar--y '..ed an explorator -.

demonstration project at Fort Knox. Because the instrur, ents were orliinal':.-

1 The Army Training Developments Institute provided frT.dipnC to Curri'culu-
Development Associates to develo: the deronstration and to attelle to cenduct
a prenminary evaluation (Rosinger, (vets, & Lev ', 1?82). The e. research
Institute requested the American Institutes for Research to conduct a .cre
extensive e'aluation of the de-ontratior. troCgr , under e-contrnct for an.
ovcrnil _3 7 evaluation.



designed to be used in a longer two-year program and with a younger

population, their use in BSEP II required adaptation.

Description of the Instrumental Enrichment Progran

Reuven Feuerstein based the IE program on his experiences of more than

twenty years with Israeli adolescents who were retarded in their intellectual

performance; they had had limited opportunities to learn, disrupted lives, and

diverse cultural backgounds. He worked with the Youth Aliyah, the agency

responsible for the integration of Jewish children in Israel. These children,

some from primitive cultures in Asia, Africa, and Europe, were classified and

schooled for citizenship in a modern, technological society. A variety of

tests had been used as the basis for classification and planning of schooling,

but these tests only measured what the children had learned, not what the),

could learn.

Feuerstein developed a sensitive test of basic cognitive functions that

affect learning, the Learning Potential Assessment Test, and thentransformed

the test into a traini.ng device. Eventually he developed tht- IE program "to

change the overall cognitive structure of the retarded performer by

transforming his passive and dependent, cognitive style into that

characteristic of an. autonomous and independent thinl;e'r" (Feuersei.n, 1960,

p.1). This approach assumes that "cognitive moifiabilitY" can occur through

mediated learning experiences as well as through direct exposure to sources of

stimuli.

According to Feuerstein, retarded cognitive performance results %.hen the

essential products, of a culture are not transmitted to an indevidual, leaving

the person "culturally deprived." Such a person exists in a state of reduced
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Cognlitive nodifiabilirv, even -1,en direcrly exposed to sources of s.uari on,

because he or she does not possess the cognitive functions to dssimilate the

situation. Furthermore, he proposed that cultural deprivation does not result

directly from distal determinants, such as genetic factors, organicity, level

of environ.ental sti-aulation, and socioeconomic status. Rather, rhere is a

crucial proximal determinant, lack of mediated learning experiences, that

causes inadequate cogni'tive development. The distal determinants operate by

causing the lack of mediated learning experiences.

According to Feuerstein's theory of mediated learning exprriences,

retarded cognitive p-rformance is a reversible condition. The necessary

intervention can be undertaken at any age and is directed at eliminating

deficient functioning. This is accomplished by providing mediated learning

experiences structured according to the individual's needs. Students work on

content-free exercises, and teachers carefully attend to the students'

responses to overcome blocks and to facilitate generalization of acquired'

skills.

The 1E program rejects direct training for routine mechanical skills.

Instead, it aims "to develop in the orgaism a state of modifiabilitv"

(Feuerstein, 1980, p.70). This perm.its the individual to function and acdapt.

to a nornal environment, so that the need for long-term'continuing remedial

progra;s is eliminated. .hile the IE program was developed for use with

adolescents, Feuerstein claims that "tne underlying principles of the program

are applicable to all ages" (Feuerstein, 1960, p. 69).

Rationale for Use of IE in BSEP

BSE exists uithin the Army Continuing Education Sys tem (ACES). This

system supports and develops the individual in four ways:

.3



o By enhancing the soldier's professional development, mil i tary

effectiveness, and leadership abilities

o By preparing soldiers for positions of greater responsibility

in the Army"

o By preparing soldiers for productive post-service careers

o By increasing soldiers' self-esteem and motivation for continued

learning.

BSEP concentrates on developing the skills of Army recruits and other

soldiers who demonstrate low levels of reading and math skills. It was

designed "to develop educational competencies required for a soldier's job

performance, skill qualifications, and career growth" (Army Regulation No.

621-5). It provides on-duty, job-related basic skills development:

o To increase the likelihood of good performance by the soldier in

training and on the job

o To improve the soldier's capability of functioning effectively in

the Army community

o To increase the soldier's potential for pursuing and completing

other educational and training programs.

BSZO, therefore, is an enabling rather than a supplenentar'y prograr; it

prepares soldiers to learn from the regular training programs.

Because the BSEP focus on teaching learning strategies appears to be

consistent with the goals of the IE program, the Army funded the explora-ory

demonstration project at Fort Knox to determine the feasibility an! value of

IE in the context of BS EP.

Feuerstein (1.980) dentified 22 cognitive functions, an.* Link (1981)

evaluated the BSEP II populati.on at Fort Knox to identify co nitiLe funciuns

4



with the greatest deficiencies. Qn the basis of this neeis assessment, i:

selected parts of nine of the 14 IE instruments for adaptation for 3SEP use in

a shortened IE program:

o Organization of Dots--Dots to be organized into geometric figures

o Orientation in Space I--Obj-cts and :vrmbols to be locateed in space and

in relation to one another, using left, right, front, and back

o Comparisons--Use of pictures and words to compare two items on

discretu dimensions

o Analytic Perception--Geocetric forms used to teach the analysis of a

whole into its component parts, t.he relationship between the parts,

the viewing of each part as a whole unto itself, and the possibility

of uniting the parts into new wholes

0 Illustrations--Collection of pictorial situations depicting problems

that must be defined and solved

0 Instructions--Verbal instructions to be read and carried out

o Categorization--Items that are verbal, pictorial, figural, and

schematic to be organized into categories

o Numerical Progression--Pictorial, nurerical, and graphical :tes used

to develop the need to perceive disparate objects and events as beirg-

linked in a relationshic that can be deduced

o Orientation in Space Ill--Picture and word oroblems usod to deterine

the orientation of an object directly or as inferred froz .nowltdge of

the internal relationship between north, south, east, and west and

their positions relative to one another..
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1't should be e.-hasized that in nost cases, the ins tr-~nent "content" is Mere.,'

a medium; the teaching objectives concern processes such as planned problem

solving, attention 'to cues, oreanization, and cnmparison. Each instrument,

consists of approximately thirty pages, and each page conta:.ns from~one.to

twenty problemis to be solved. An acccnparv teacher's manual s-_ciffies

objectives, subgoals, and procedures for using each page of problems.

Descri-iton of Demonstration

The demonstration involved nine experienced teachers a--A 118 BSEP II

students in the training cycle that began on 9 November 1981, six of the nine

teachers and 44 students in the training cycle that began on 4 January 1982

(including 23 students continuing from the previous cycle), and six teachers

and 47 students in the cycle that began on 1 M'arch 1982 (including 17 of the

47 students continuing from the previous cycle). The teachers received

instruction from two master teachers during three three- to five-day sessions

during August and September 1981, and they experimented with some of the IE

instruments in their classes between August and October 1981. -

The nine teachers were employed by a nearby community college. They were

certified, although not necessarily in the subject area that they -were

teaching. They taught soldiers in three seventy-minute periods each day, five

days a week, for eitter six- or 12-wee% sessions durir t-e ':ove:er-ece=.er

cycle and for either eigh t- or ;6-week: sessions during t he J1aruary-February

and March-April cycles. Students with especia-lly low C? and TA3RE sco res were

assigned to 12- or 16-week cycles; students with higher scores were assignee.

6



to six- or eight-week cycles. All Jnstriction toc.-: rice on rost, duri: on-

duty time, in or near the post's Education Center.

The nine teachers can be considered in three groups. Two of these Croups

actually functioned as three-teacher teams, covering English, math, and

science; students moved from teacher to teacher in seventv-minute periods.

One of the teams taught the students in the 12- or 16-week cycles during their

first six or eight weeks. The other team taught these students during the

second half of their cycle, and also taught those enrolled for only six or

eight weeks. These two teams implemented the IE program throughout the entire

period of the demonstration. They will be" referred to as Team i and Team 2.

It should be emphasized that because these two teams were ad ssing different

skill objectives, they could not be compared with each ot .

The remaining group of three teachers had students for the entire three

hour period--one English-as-a-Seond-Language (ESL) teacher, one basic reading

teacher, and one General-Educational-Development (CED) teacher. They will be

referred to as Team 3. These teachers began by implementing IE, but

discontinued the program after December. The ESL and basic reeding teachers

believed that their students required prerequisite skills of English

comprehension and reading ability prior to involvement in the program.

Furthermore, they felt that iE instruction would be redindant because soze of

the soldiers in these classes eventuallv would rove into the classes .tau.ght h;

the Team I and Team 2 teachers. The CED teacher felt that "the pressures of

preparing for the 0"D examination Frohibited spening time on !7.

There were several practical reasons why a control group could not be

used in this study, although GT and other score5 can be compared with scores"

7._
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from a Fall 1980 cycle. !ryirg to divide one teacher's classes bctween

treatment and control (a within-teacher comparison) would be questionable,

because the IE tech niques such as bridgirg andteaching systematic pianninp

behavior actually constitute a teaching style and are diffioult to suppress

once acquired; therefore, any test of impact would be diluted ty -he teacher's

use of the IE methods with the control students. Selecting one of the two

three-teacher teams as a control (a between-team comparison) would suffer from

the fact that these teachers did communicate with each otheri and any IE

effect would be likely to spread. Finally, treatment differences would be

completely confounded with teacher differences and with student prerequisite

abillty differences.

As an alternative to a true experimental design with a control group, a

quasi-experimental design was used. Campbell and Stanley (1963) r:cognize the

one-group time-series design as providing useful information, particularly if

one maintains accurate records of the historical variables affecting the

results. Such a design employs periodic measurements to determine the effects

of an experimental operation. In the present study, this design vas extended

to include two parallel teaching teams using !: and provided a measure of the

variation in effectiveness of IE in the hands of different teachers as well as

a mean level of effectiveness. However, because this evaluation focused

pri-m.rily on the problens encountered in !E program implementaticn, any

conclusions that might be drawn fro= comparisons of group gains would be

inappropriate. In future IE program evaluations, a carefully selected control

group would provide such additional information.

The IE program demonstration that wis conducted in the context of ongoing

activities at Fort-Knox was affected by four adninistrative e.d p-ocedural

problerms. First, it became clear by December that the teachers w'(re

8



dissat.i.sfied with the inple-entation schedule. One of the trdiners and -in AIi,

staff wember worked with the teachers to revise both the prolrawn, by reducing

the required number of pages per instrument,-'and the teaching load, by

assigning certain teachers to teach certain instruments. SeconJ, some

soldiers who returned fro previous cycles had already done certain IE

exercises, but all of the exercises were new for the enterin, soldiers.

Third, the Army contract with the community college was due for renewal in

November, and the proposal uas due in February. In M.arch the teachers learned

that the community college had lost the contract. Thus, their future

employment uas uncertain. Fourth, the teachers felt that their primary'

responsibility was to help the soldiers raise their GT or GED scores in the

short-term--not "to change the overall cognitive structure of the performer by

transforming his passive and dependent cognitive style into that.

characteristic of an autonomous and independent thinke'r" (Feuerstein, 1980,

p.1). It is important that the demonstration data be interpreted in the

context of all four of these contingencies.

Issues

Given the context of BSE in which IE was to be evaluated, two questions

had to be considered:

o Are there deficiencies in soldier job performance r.hat. can

be traced to deficiencies in cognitive functioning?

o Can IE training help to remove these deficiences, and

thus result in gains in soldier performance?

9



Since both of these questions nust be addressedl indirectl\, a model of

the IE demonstration was developed. At the simplest level, we can assume that

completion of the IE program leads to proficiency in cognitive skills. If

there were initial deficiencies, IE should lead to gains iri perforr~ance as

assessed by appropriate tsts. This sizmple model is depicted in Figure 1.

This model is, however, incomplete. The IE progra-a, like any other

educational program, is heavily dependent upon the effectiveness of its

implementation. This effectiveness is affected in turn by three factors--

class time and other resources, the program materials, and- the teacher

preparation in the new program. Class time and other resources are determined

by the design of the BSEP program (for example, total number of classroom

hours) and by the design of the IE program (for example, total nunber of

classroom hours required). The adequacy of the design of the IE program for

BSEP also affects the acceptability of the IE materials for an adult

population and the effectiveness uith which a shorter implementation period is

used. The design of the IE program, particularly the teacher training

sequence, as well as the teachers' prior skills and experiences, affect the

level of teacher preparation to use IE. This expanded model is shown in

Figure 2.
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However, student gains in cognitive skills do rot de-"end sc';io y upon the

treatnent implementation. If they are not motivated to learn, or if they lac"

certain prerequisite skills, the treatment may be ineffective. .1though i is

designed to require few prior skills, the actual manifestation of gains o.

criterion tests may involve, for exar.le, English lanruage readi- ahi1'tzes

not covered. Therefore, gains due to IE may not be measurable fc-r ESL

students or for students with extremely low reading achievement.

The fully expanded version of the IE demonstration model that includes

several additional factors is shown in Figure 3, The factors outlined with

solid lines have been measured and are di-cussed in this report. The two

factors outlined with broker lines have not been measured; both were beyond

the scope of this process-oriented evalue.tion. However, these f::ctors are

important from the standpoint of implementing IE in ESEP. Unless gains in

cognitive skills and learning strategies actually result in gains in soldier

performance, the Army cannot expect a reasonable return on its anvestment ih

the program. Thus, further research is needed to determine the actual

relevance of the cognitive skills taught by IE to Army job performance.

Using this model, the two broad.issues initially considered can be

expanded into a series of subordinate issues focusing specifically on the Font

Knox implementation. The first question, regarding deficiencies in soldier

perfor..ance trac'ed to deficiencies in cognitive functioning, car -e exanine"

in two narts:

o Were there deficiencies in any of Feuerstein's 22 cognitive

functions among BSEP soldiers?

o Were these cognitive functions relevant to perfqrming .- my tasks?

13
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The first. of these subo-.estions was addressed by Li~ olt in hier needs

assessment report (Link, 1981). She identified the follouwing deficiencies as

most prominent:

o Difficulty in discovering and projecting the relationship

between two items

o Lack of constancy or conservation of size, shape, and

orientation in space

o Cognitive inpuisivity--info rmit ion is not reviewed systemai'cally

* Failure to recognize need for precision.

o Inadequate strategies for checking one's work

* Difficulty in spatial and temporal sequencing and lack of

labels to describe spatial orientation

o Difficulties in both structural and operationa.

analysis--disembedding or locatiig and identifying

simple elements from within a larger organized fieldI

o Lack of spontaneous comparative behavior--tendency to

itemize and describe rather than compare two objects

* Inattention to detail, impulsive. problem definition, and

unsystematic planning behavior

o Lack of logical thinking to help in decision-makfing.

Wnile the second of the subquestions cannot be answered completely, r 1E

evalu!-ion prepared by Rosinger, Myiers, and Levy (1982) for- thie Arny Tr-cini.ng

Developiments Instit-ite attempted to address the Issue of Zains in soldier $
performance on the job as the result- of participation in BS'L' and IF

15



training. They reported that substantial and stgnif canr *gains appeared in

supervisor ratings of pre- and post-BSEP job performance both in the *total

score and in the following subscales:

o Confidence with mental activities

" Planning

o Working independently

o Concentration

o Spatial orientation.

The results from this study should be qualified, however. Because the

gains resulted from regular BSEP training as well as from IE training, it was

not possible to isolate the effects of IE. Of greater concern was the rmethod

used to gather the dar.a. The post-BSEP measures were obtained from

supervisors about six weeks after the soldiers had completed BSEP but tne pre-

BSEP measures were collected only one day earlier. These pre-BSEP measures

were in fact retrospective reports of soldiers' behavior prior to entering

BSEP. The problems resulting from this procedure, which was used because of

time and schedule constraints, were recognized by Rosinger et al.- (1982).

The primary objective of the present study was to address the second

initial question, concerning the extent to which IE training results in gains

on the cognitive functions, with regard to the cognitive deficiencies

identified by Link (19W1). because the purpose of this study was nur only to

m easure gains, but also to identify the sources of effectiveness and points

for potential improvenent in effectiveness, it was necessary to recorJ

measures of implenentation and intermediat.e goal achievemrnt. A number of

specific subquesrions were addressed:

16



" Were there sufficient class time and other resources r.o

adequately implement the abbreviated IE program for all of

the cognitive functions? If not, could some specific

constraints of the BSEP program or the TE program be

nodified appropriately?

o Were the materials appropriately adapted for Army use in BSEP?

Would it help to have more examples that are more obviously

related to Army tasks? Were the materials internally consistent?

What changes would be most effective in improving the instruments

for use in BSEP?

o Were teachers adequately prepared for teaching the IE

program? Did they know the purpose of each lesson, did they

use the teacher's manual, and had they mastered the required

techniques such as bridging and interpreting student

difficulties? Was the teacher training method used in the

Fort. Knox demonstration, consisting of three three- to five-day

workshops and practice for approxmar.ely six weeks, sufficient?

Was more direct focus on the manual and teaching methods needed?

o Did the students have the necessar., prerequisir.e skills to

be able to benefit from the IE treatioent? If nor., were

these prerequisite skills identified and steps taken to

train soldiers in these skills?

17



o Do students actually vork through the exercises? Ii nor., is

it because of attendance problemis, because of lack of classroo.

time allocated, or because of motivati6nal problems--do students

become turned off by the apparent ease of some of the proolems,

or by the apparent irrelevance to rheir personal goals for

BSEP participation?

o Do students gfeneralize the skills learned beyond the specific

context of the IE instruments--for example, is IE more te

them than connecting the dots? If not, can this be remedied

by further teacher training in IE, or is it better remedied

by further development of the instruments?

The objectives of the BSEP program at Fort Knox had been to improve

language arts, reading, mathematics, and science skills, as measured by

the ASVAB and the TABE. The IE intervention, with its separate skill

objectives, was installed within the existing BSEP program with the intention

that BSEP program objectives would not be sacrificed. Since addition of the

iE exercises necessarily decreased the amount of time spent on BSE

activities, whatever academic gains were identified included the compensating

effects of IE.

But gains in academic skills are not the ultir.ate objective of BSEP. The

prograra teaches skills important for a high level of job perforuance. It is

here that the IE cognitive funcrions are also more import.afit, sirce IE inrends

to foster problem-solving, learning, iod decision-making skills :is well at

improving the student's self-image as a problem solver. Therhfoe, measures

of Ar-my job performance must also be assessed. Because this is c fficulr. to

18



do in a short-term study, the conclusions reached should be rechc-t-d during

the next two years to assess lasting effects.

PROCEDURES

General Approach

The approach to the evaluation of the Fort Knox BSEP implementation of

Instrumental Enrichment (IE) was entirely formative. That is, the basic

objective in collecting data from observations, interviews, and tests (as

presented in the 21 tables in Appendix A) was to identify potential problems

in the use of 1E in the Army and to recommend appropriate solutions.

As a result of this approach, it was possible to extract more information

relevant to Army decision-making than would have been possible through a less

flexible evaluation design. Changes wre made only when significant,

immediate problems occurred, and these inputs can be replicated in future

implementations. Any contamination effect should be weighed against the

potential loss due to a failure to immediately make a needed implenenration

process change. For cxample, development of examples of class lessons

bridging from IE to subject matter--that is, relating one to the other---'as

based on requests froa the teachers, and this may or may not have influencjd

the implementation. (Exanples of three of these lessons are s!hown in Appendix

*B.)

In fact, there were many problems vith this itplenentation for which

immediate solutions wre unavailable. Recommendar. ions include changes in

design for fut.ure adaptations of IE for use in the Army that should serv.e to

b solve these problens.
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Data Sources

A number of sources of data were used In this evaluation. They included

archived records of scores for both the students in the aderaons.ration aid a

cohort from one year earlier, teachers in the project, studen.,- in the

project, the two IE teacher trainers, the teachers' supervisor, the adajrIed IE

materials, and classroom observations.

The data collection activities are described in three caregories--prior

to instruction, during instruction, and following instruction.

Measures Taken Prior to Instruction

The data collection for the cycles scheduled from November 1981 through

April 1982 involved pre-measures on soldiers, measures of teacher IE

preparation, and measures of the adequacy of the adaptation of materials.

Pre-measures on soldiers. Standardized tests were used, including the

General Technical (GT) composite of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude

Battery (ASVAB). A Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE), generally designed

to be grade equivalent and customarily administered by the comfmunity college

as a part of BSEP, was also used. These measures served to assess the

contri.bution of IE to the achievement of standard BSEP objectives. Similar

sets of scores on the students in the fall and winter 1980cycles were

retrieved from files.
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The soldiers were also tested on cognitive functions identified in Link's

needs assessment (Link, 1981). This was done by using a combination of two

tests--exercises selected from the IE instruments, and items developed to

measure the functions in Army contexts. Because of scheduling difficulties,

these tests could not be prepared for administration at the beginning of the

November 1981 cycle. They were administered in the middle and at the end of

that cycle, and they were used for the pretes s and posttests in the January-

April 1982 cycles. These tests were administered by the BSEP teachers. The

IE Test adapted from IE materials by the research staff is included in

Appendix C; the Cognitive Skills Test, al~o developed by the research staff,

is included in Appendix D.

Measures of teacher IE preparation. Assessments were requested of the-

teacher trainers and of the teachers' supervisor regarding the extent to which

the teachers were prepared for using IE exercises and were motivated to us e

them. These requests focused on an evaluation of the teachers' IE preparation

rather than a more global evaluation of the teachers in order to promote their

cooperation.

Teachers were also asked for self-assessments regai__ - preDaration, and.

the depth of their understanding of the objectives of a sazpe of the IE units

to be taught.

Measures of the adecuac; of the a6aptation of mater-als. -he ma terial.

provided to the teachers were examined by the proJect staff to identif .y

problems in consistencies and to suggest Possible improvements. ?articipating

teachers were also asked to identify problems with the mate'ials.

21



Eeasures Taken Durirg Instruction

The primary purpose of data collection during the instructional period

was to identify sources of any problems that occurred, and to develop

recommendations for improvements that might be rade in a replication of the

demonstration or in further development of IE as a BSE? strategy. The sources

of the data needed were the IE instruments as comnleted by the soldie.s,

teachers' records of dates on which exercises were administered, attendance

records, and observations of classroom instruction.

The classroom observations were conducted by one or two researchers. The

first observations were conducted jointly'in October. The remaining

observations in.November and April were conducted by one observer, and those

in December and February by the other. !o systematic differences appeared in

the data reported by the two observers. A copy of the Classrocn O'..ervation

Form is included in Appendix E.

Measures Taken Following Instruction

Measures ta:en following instruction were virtually identical to thnose

gathered prior to instruction, with the exception of the analysis of the

materials. Teacher preparation as well as stude2nt perf.-.ance were

reassessed, to deterr-ine whether greater gains right te expected in a.

replication of the demonstration due to greater teacher f niliar' - t-e

materials and their use, and whether the s'smer cycle training was sufficier, t.

or whether an eXpanded training segment shculd be considered.

Problems arose with the receipt of some of the posttest materials. 'Vh en

the program administrator moved from Fort Knox because of a cha.re in
contractors, sone of the cognitive testz :ere "ost; these tests were
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rcadministered for the prfimary analysis gruup. No such step w s underraker

for the other groups because of the difficulty in interpreting data from the

rnime when IL was iftplemenl:ed sporadically or inconsistently.

Finally, each teacher and some of the students war6 asked for their

opinions about the IE progran.

A summary of the data collect ioi insrr,,-ents, the data sources, and rhe

procedures developed is presented in Appendix A, Table A-i.

V=
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IRSULTS

The results can be examined accord.ing to rhree caregories--observarion of

the IE teacher training process, observation of the itmplemenr.ation of IE, and

measurement of student gains.

Observation of the IE Teacher Training Process

The results of the interviews with BSEP teachers can be categorized

according to positive outcomes of training and options for improving

training. In the first category, both teachers' opinions about the materials

and training and their plans for implementing particular exercises are

considered. Comparison of the teachers' opinions and plans with outcomes

intended by the teacher trainers yielded "points of discrepancy, which can be

used to refine future training procedures.

In the second category, teachers' direct opinions on ways to Improve the

traiting and the applicability of IE to BSEP are presented. The opinions of

experienced reachers can be a valuahle source of ideas for refinement of

methods.

These results are then translated into a set of reco:mendations

concerning teacher training for IE.

Positive outcomes of IE teacher training. This trajning provided r.he

teachers with infornation on and experience in ne' teaching materials and

methods. The teachers' general opinions regarding the most irmportant r hing

they had learned are presented in Table A-2.
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Two of the teachers made three positive co.-arenrs; only one teacher m.ade

none. In addition to learning about the new IE instruments and methods for

using them, they also learned about new ways of presenting and organizing the

instruction and about new concepts to be used in teaching. O0ne teacher

expressed appreciation for havin; rtwo trainers with very different reachiag

styles. Other teachttrs mentioned that. the training provided som

reinforcement for continuing their work.

The teachers were also asked, "Which of the IE instruments do you expect

the most success with in BSEP?" All teachers indicated at-~least. one

instrument, and one teacher mentioned five of the instruments. The responses

reflected the emphasis that we observed in the training., which included

severa. 'ays on Organization of Dots. In addition, the teachers identified

instruments that were interesting and challenging for adults, provided easy

bridges into the subject matter, and emphasized technical skills needed i.n the

Army.

In an effort to determine plans for using specific IE exercises, each

teacher was then asked to select a single page from a single instrument to

4discuss. The ins r.rum.e tits selected included Organization of Dots, Orienra-tion

in Space 1, Instructions, and 'Numerical Progression. In making selections,

the teachers tended to pick a fav'ored instrument. Other r eacti-ons concerned

difiiculty, relevance to the world today, and usefulne -ss in basic subjec..

Only one teacher, wh~o picked the instrumient Instructions, indicatec

disagre eioeiw with the wav in which it was written.

In focusing on the one selected page, the teachers were as'k-ed hov rthe

objectives of the page might relat~e to benefits in Ar-my life. The responses

to t~his qucsr.ion are presented in Table A-3. Several diffpr,:r bentfir~s ro

the soldiers were idenrified; these benefits focused on co,-nuivu Skills
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useful in the Army and in everyday life. While one reacher identified three

benefits, three of the nine teachers believed either that the cognitive skills

-ere not applicable to Army life or that the soldiers would not apply these

skills when needed.

A final potential benefit of rhe training involved the development of rhe

Leachers' ability to recognize students having difficulty with the

instruments. Thus, they were asked how they would identify such students.

The responses reflected the typical indicators used by teachers in most

classroom situations, with or without IE--for example, incorrect answers and

erasures, students' inability to give instructions or reasoning in theii own

words, speed of responses, and facial expressions. Only one indicator--

precision of contributions to later subject-matter discussions--appeared

directly related to IE. With IE material there may be other important

indicators, such as students who fail to bridge or to apply the cognitive

skills in nonclassroom situations.

Options for improvement of training.. The teachers were questioned

regarding their suggestions concerning the IE training. The two questions and

the teachers' responses zre shown in Table A-4.

The most frequently menrioned suggestions concerned the scheduling and

organization of "the training sessions. A second set of recommendatiQns

focused on adaptations of the IE materials and training for the Army. 4:ere,

the most frequently mentioned suggestion concerned the problem of the li'mited

course time available. A third set of recomnendations concerned other topics

26 . .
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related to the IE materials and tralning. The two mosi frequently ientuion.d

items were the observation of classroom teaching and bridging into th subject

matter.

Finally, after selecting one page of one instrument., t.he teacheis were

asked about the adequacy of the training and about their expectations of

problems on this page. The comments appear in Table A-5. ?robleni arras t.har

could be remedied in future teacher t'aining were helping teachers with

bridging, providing a reacher's guide or summary for Instructions, and helping

teachers to assist students in working through the problems.

Recommendations for IE teacher training. The following recommendations

are based on the initial training alone. The teacher trainers were advised by

the research staff to attend to some of the problems during the

implementation; therefore, some of the concerns disappeared. New concerns

arose, however, as the teachers gained greater experience with the

materials. In any case, if other Army BSEP teachers or teachers in other Army

training programs receive IE trairning, the trainers should carefully consider

the various suggestions regarding problem areas offered by the demonstration

teachers as presented in Tables A-- and A-S. In particular, further efforts

may be needed in adapting the instruments for BSE--both for the adult

soldiers and for the. limited time periods available.

With regard to the organtzation of the training, tne trainer should

consider reducing the time spent on Organizz -.ion of Dots and increasin; that

spent on other instruments, reducing time spent on discussion of high points

and low points, starting and ending sessons on time, and including definite
break periods. ,'While the scheduling of training sessions will depend upon rh
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preferences of rhe teachers at. rhe selected sires, during vacation brea.s or

during afternoons when teachers are not. needed in the classrooms are most

desirable.

An hlportant componenr. of the teacher training involves classroom

observations and critiques of the BSEP teachers by the teacher trainers.

During these sessions, the trainers should assist. teachers in such problen

areas as bridging to the subject matter, using the cognitive map with

sr.udents, assisting them in working through the problems, identifying and

assisting students having problems and particulprly in bridging, and assisting

students in applying IE skills outside the classroom. The trainers should

also include instruction and discussion time with the entire group of teachers

on the topics already noted and also on identifying the need for Orientation

in Space I, identifying the concrete benefits to the soldiers of learning IE,

and helping the soldiers apply these skil'ls.

Furthermore, attention must be focused on providing a serious answer'to

the teachers' questions about the limited time available in BSEP for the IE

instruction. The basic issue of concern here involves the amount of transfer

to soldiering skills thd. can be expected from a shortened version.cf the 1K

program. In other words, which of the following will produce the most

transfer--brief coverage of most or all of the instruments, or in depth

coverage of only a few of the instcuments? .Nhile time constraints May be ress

problemaric in other training set-t.ings, if further developnenr of IE fo.r 3SL-P

is undertaken, attention should be directed to this issue.

Finally, the trainers must care.fully considez whether or not they sh )uld

devote effort to solving other problems--that is, providing a summary or guide

for the Instructions instrument, providirn some instructton or su:-:..ary for aLl

of the instruments, revising and adapting the materials even further frr the-
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short time period available in ESEP, revising and adapting the r-F erials even

further for adults, providing the teachers with a method for decidi.ng 'h.ich

students need IZ the most, and including other trainers v-±o have ised IE with

adult students.

The decision ro devote effort to any or all of the above options uIll

probably depend upon cost-effectiveness.

Observation of the Implementation of IE

Three sets of measures are included--observations of classroom

activities, student performance on IE exercises, and interviews rith teachers.

Observations of classroom activities. The IE program calls for intensive

and highly structured efforts by classroom teachers. Feuerstein (1980) notes

that the materials "are disseminated only to teachers who have recelved

training" (p. 410). The proper use of the materials is essential to the

success of the program. Therefore, as a measure of the effectiveness of the

training received by the teachers and as a predictor of the student gains to

be expected, researchers observed classroom instruction in each IE BSEP cycle

at Fort Knox. (See Appendix E for a copy of the Classroom Observation Form.)

One IE BSEP class ;as observed for each teacher for e'ach of four cycles

during the thirty to. thirty-five days of class each cyhle. Observations of

classroom activities focused on the amount and distribution of rime for IF

activities, the mechanics of IE activities, and the occurrence of evenr.s

related to IE-targeted skills. Class sizes ranged fron evight to 19 for

classes taught by Teams* I and 2, with means of 13 and 14 respectively. I!

Team 3, two teachers had class sizes of approximately si:, utile the third had

classes of about trenty'soldiers.
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One group, which was exposed to the nost ey:tersive 1E -rEat-ent, was

designated as the "primary analysis group;" its gain scores were considered

most meaningful. Initially, the students in these classes were to be exposed

to IE materials during the 16-week period from January through April 1982.

During the first eight week:s they were taught by Teen 1 ; after that they were

taught by Tea= 2. As pointed out earlier, Team 3 teachers stopped teaching -•

after December 1981 . Early in the implementation, one of the teachers in Team

I refused to teach the IE pages but continued to discuss bridges from IE to

Army or to academic subject matter. Later in the implementation, one of the

teachers in Team 2 also refused to teach .IE. At the end only four of the nine

teachers were using the IE materials.

As shown in Table A-6, the average number of IE pages to which students

were exposed in an instructional day by teachers in Team I and Team 2 was

approximately five. For teachers in Team'3, who dropped out of the IE

treatment, the average was lower. If this average were representative of the

entire BSE? cycle, all pages of the selected instruments would have been

covered. Teacher comments, however, indicated that the level of IE activity

observed was more typical of a total, for the week and in one or tdo instances

amounted to as much as half the coverage for the total cycle. Informal

obser-,ations of teachers' records of pages covered indicated that, if measured

in terms of numbers of pages handed out, Teams 1 and 2 adequately ir-plemented

IE du:ing the !ovember-December cycle, and Team 1 also did*in the Janua-.

February cycle. Therefore, the primary analysis student group, taught by T.C7.
r

1 during January and February, was exposed :c a6equate numbers of pages in the

first-level instruments (Organization of Dots, Orientation in STace !,

Comparisons, and part of Analytic Perceptiorn), but probaly not in the
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second-level instruments (the remainder of Analytic Perception, Illusr.rar.lons,

Instructions, Numerical Progression, and Orientation in Space III).

Exposure in terms of total time reveals a similar picture, as shown in

Table A-7. In the classes of Tea-as 1 and 2 observed prior .to Aprik, ber.ween

one-quarr.er and one-half of the entire BSEP instruction time was based on 1E

ciaterials. The April observations of Teara 2 revealed a drastic decline in IE

use. However, as pointed out earlier, these may not have represented typical

days.

The number of minutes per page implied by the data presented in Tables

A-6 and A-7 ranged from 12 to 31. Exceptions were for Team 1 in October, 46

minutes per page; Team 2 in April, four minutes per page; and Team 3 in

December, eight minutes per page. The number of minutes per page is an

important 5 tatistic because each page was intended by Feuersrein as the basis

for a complete lesson, with opportunity for group discussion, discovery of

strategies, instruction in cognitive concepts, development of vocabulary,

self-analysis of performance, and generalization of skills to external

situations. Thus, with the exception of Team I in October, no teaching team

spent the specified arount of time per page on the average. Although there

were a few individual instances in which a reacher spent over 45 minutes on a

page, these were rare. The teachers expressed substantial" alarm, that

allocation of the specified tine to IE would deprive t'ne soldi ers of the .51,.3

and GED preparation which they expected.

While the materials distributed and demonstrar.ed by th r.Ie.cher r.raj.ners

indicated thar. one page per fifty minute lesson was appropriate, the initial

schedule prepared by these trainers recommended that the BSEP classes cover a

total of 192 pages in roughly eighty classroom hours--an average of 2.2 pages
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per hour. As will be discussed in a later secticn, the or iral schedulc- w E

perceived as unrealistic and was modified prior to the January cycle.

Nevertheless, the teachers felt some pressure to -cover as many pages as

possible in each period in which they used the IE instruments.

According to the training received by the teachers, the time spent on

each IE page should be divided into Introduction, Independent 'Work,

Discussion, and Summary. The Introduction, approximately 20C of the lesson,

sets up the context for the exercises; the Independent Work, approximately

50%P, develops student independence and self-confidence; the Discussion,

approximately 20%, identifies the concepts involved in the exercises and" helps

the students to internalize them; and the Summary, approximately 10%, provides

a vehicle for later recall of the skills learned.

According to the figures in Table A-8, the time allocation during the

October, November, and December observati6ns was generally balanced, although

only about one-third as much time was spent by Team I teachers on Discussion

and Summary as is considered appropriate. The time allocation deteriora'ted in

the classes observed in February and April, however, when most of the timie

devoted to IE was spent on Individual Work.

Among the four activity categories, Independent Work is the easiest for a

teacher to manage, because of the paper-and-pencil exercises provided by

Feuerstein. Discussion is the hardest, because the teacher must subt.ly guide

the topics toward discovery of cognitive s'trategies and snontaneously generate

appropriate "bridges" between the IE exercises and "real world" problem

solving. Thus, the imbalances observed are ind.cative of less than complete

teacher training and indoctrination.

Tne effectiveness of an IE prograr also depends on "hat 1s done durine

the time allocated to each of the four phases. Particular activities ".ere
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suggested in training for each phase of the IE lesson, and the frequency of

each of these activities was recorded.

The objectives of the Introduction to each lesson are to define tasks,

problems, and objectives, and to arouse interest and motiva.tion. Tr ou.gh

questioning, the teacher assists students to focus on the proble.. and to

discover the instructions. This questioning and discusiion provides the

background for and establishes the purpose of the lesson. The teacher's

materials recommended that about ten minutes out of a fifty .minute class be

devoted to the introduction. Some fonn of introduction to.pages was given in

25 of the 35 classes observed. The teacher trainers recommended half a dozen

questions, which were included in supplementary materials discussing

preparation of the class lessons. The data indicated that the teachers used

these questions only infrequently. Each question was used in only about half

of the introductions observed, except for error checking, which was rarely

addressed.

Time for Independent Work was provided in 25 of the 35 classes

observed. The data indicate that the teachers nearly always observed

students' work and offered individualized assistance. Instances of

reinforcing successful mastery and initiating discussion of problerms %.th

individual students or several students together occurred less frequartly.

The Discussion section should take place for about r en minutes -,hen most

students have completed their individual work. The srudents should explore

alternative strategies, identify the most appropriate strategy, analyze ary

difficulties, review the vocabulary, concepts, and operdti.bns ,.hat were used,

and bridge to daily--life experiences and to academic subjects. While the

teacher materials recorended questions for the teachers to &sk to stimulate

the discussions, those that did occur rarelv went beyond the concrcte !E page
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to include a bridge to real-life problem-solving. As i result, many stud;ents

as well as teachers referred to IE in terms of the content of the exercises--

for example, "we did dots today." It should be noted that one of the three

teachers in Team I taught no IE pages, but she did devote some classroom time

to bridging from IE to Army experiences and to academic subject matter. The

Discussion period was also to include some review of vocabulary iterus. The

average was approximately one word per class period, except in April when

there were none. With a few exceptions, the Discussion periods generally

failed to meet the criterion of adequate implementation.

The Summary should include a restatement of the lesson's objectives, The

ideal IE lesson concludes with about five minutes out of a fifty minute

period. When included, the Summary was of reasonable length, approximately 7%

of the total IE time. However, the data indicate that this component occuryed

in only 7 of the 35 classes observed.

In addition to recording information about time and frequency of lesson

activities occurring in the IE classes, instances of or emphasis given to

certain cognitive skills were also observed. Each lesson is more likely to

teach cognitive skills if the teacher emphasizes them. Otherwise, the

students' only exposure to the skills is in using them on the exercises.

Ideally, each class should cover each skill. Skills included in the classes

observed are shown in Table A-9.

Although teachers had indicated concern about how to :'bridge" berw.een IE

and real-world proolem solving, they did include this skill in their I

presentations in 70,. of the classes.. They also discussed the concepts of

strategy and planning and emphasized the vocabulary of problem-solving and

cognition in more than half the classes, and they frequently pointed our the
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importance of careful, snalytic perception and sz'.f-chec:ing for accurac-:.

They tended to cover the other cognitive skills only sporadically, or only in

lessons dealing spe'cifically with those skills. The teacher who used no IE

pages per se, but who taught with two team members who did, .was obs~r've4 to

cover the cognitive skills listed at least as well as aBf, other teacher.

The cognitive skills that Feuerstein focused on are an important

contribution to remedial education, and a major outcome of IE teacher training

is to familiarize teachers with these skills. The overall average of the

percentage of classes in which each skill was emphasized decreased from 45% in

October through February to 17% in April.

Finally, the general level of student classroom interest in IE was rated

on a scale of from I to 5--definitely uninterested, somewhat uninterested,

mildly interested, interested, very interested. The distributions of

classroom ratings are shown in Table A-1O. Evidence that students were

somewhat uninterested" included making fun of the materials an' good-natured

complaints about wasting time; evidence that students were "definitely

uninterested" included open disregard for the exercises by some students, with

serious, strong negative comments. Evidence that students were "ver'

interested" was the active discussion a:.z rich flow of ideas about cognitive

skills, which the IE teacher-trainer demonstrated as the m6del of an ideal -

c lass.

There was substantial variation in implementation tetween teachers.

However, for rin-line BSE? students taugjht by Teams 1 and 2, all were exposed

to a variety of levels of imrlementation. in -emas cf the -overall recnanics

and content of the IE implementation, there were two general findings. First,

the IE materials were being used in classes. Xowever, the cl-sses obose.ed

nay not have been representative of the entire E$.? cycle, and, in an case,
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usage decreased greatly during the final eight week period. Second, altnough

the Introduction and Independent Work phases of lessons were implemented well

and "bridging," strategies, and problem-solving .vocabulary were mentioned,

with few exceptions the Discussion and Summary phases were generally too brief

and superficial to be effective.

Thus,. two reasons for expecting negative results fro!m srudvnr. gain

analyses that would not necessarily generalize to other demonstrations were

identified. First, the primary analysis group was exposed to IE during the

period of declining implementation, January to April. Second, if the

Discussion and Summary phases of the lesson are essential for student gains,

then the effectiveness of IE may have been substantially weakened.

Student performance on IE exercise.s. Performance on IE materials

completed in class provides a measure of 'the student performance level as well

as an indication of the effectiveness of training. If all or most students

complete certain pages without error, then the students may have already

acquired the cognitive skills needed for the exercises. Assuming that

cognitive deficiencies exist among these students, then trie performance level,

particularly on early pages in an insr.rument, should be fairly low'. If the

training is effective, and the exercises do not increas; dramatically in

difficulty, then student performance ought to improve .-ith later pages Jn the r

sam-e it,.trument.

The pages analyzed were selected because most of the students had worL "ed

on then. During the January-February cycle, pages from Organization of Dots,

Orientation in Space, and Comparisons were received from students in classee
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taught by Team 1. During the !'arch-April cycles, only pages fro.-, Organizart.ion

of Dots were received. Therefore, only two of the ten pages examined could be

compared for the tWo time cycles and student groups.

The results of students' work on the selected pages is. presented in Table

A-1I. It should be remembered that the IE materials--and, hopefully, the

classroom Discussion--stress the importance of plannin and precision in

attacking and solving problems. Control over impulsive responding is expected

to lead to elimination of the need to erase and revise respo.nses. Thus,

examination of completed IE materials considered both errors and erasures as

indications that students had experienced some difficulty with the materials.

The data from Organization of Dots for the January.-February cycle

indicated that these IE problems were difficult for the soldiers; only one

person in the class made no errors or erasures. There appeared to be some

improvement over time--for example, the percentage without errors improved

from 7% to 46%. This conclusion is very tentative, however, because the pages

are neither equated for difficulty not uniformly increasing in difficulty.

Data from the March-April cycle also indicated that the problems presented in

Organization of Dots posed some difficulties.

The problems in Orientation in Space I appeared to be somehat easier for

the soldiers, although nearly half of the class made some error or erasure.

somewhar. similar pat.tern emerged fron the data on Orie'taion in Space wit. an

improvement in performance from the earlier to the later page--55% had no

errors on page six, and 90 had no errors on page 13. The deterioration in

performance on page 12, with a large number of errors and erasures, may have

been due to a format change--starting with page 12, the problems. become

abstract, symbolic, representations, as opposed to draurings of individuals.
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The deterioration in perfor-mance con the psges frcm Co-.parsonE appeared to be

related to the increased complexity of the problems on the later page--44% had

no errors on page three, but only 12% had no errors on page nine.

This analysis of student performance on the IE exercises thus revealed

that the exercises were not easy for the soldiers and that they experienced

some difficulties, but it also provided tentative evidence of improvement in

performance.

Interviews with teachers. The teachers were the essential mediators in

this IE implementation, and they had very'strong ideas about the

implementation and the needs of teacher training. They also had firsthand

estimates of student gains in cognitive skills. Researchers therefore

conducted interviews following the classrooc observations. The answers to

three questions suggest changes that might be mnde, either in the teacher

training or in the IE materials for future implementations with similar

groups. The answers to a fourth question provide some non-test data to

supplement tests of student gains.

Teachers' positive open-ended comments about the program are shown in

Table A-12. The comments were grouped according to effects on students,

effects on classroom teaching, end tra-ning and materials. Chirtv-one

positive comment's were made in 34 interviews. Xcst fremuentlv .entioned were

that E generated discussion and interest, 77 concepts an theory such as

teaching strategies and logical reasoning are good, and students liked 17.

There was no spontaneous consensus, however, on °ny sirle positive

contribution of IE.
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-Negative open-erded conments are shown in Table A-13.' Becaujse they

suggest directions for improving the IE implementation, negative comnents can

be more helpful than positive comments. The comments were grouped iccording

to student reactions, effects on students, teaching and :classroom Rrob].ems,

and training and materials. There were 44 negative co.ients in 34

interviews. Only two comments appeared frequently--students don't like IE,

don't want to be "bothered" with it, and refuse to do it; and lack of title is

a problem.

Student dislike of IE appeared to be related to immediate concern with

raising GT and GED scores, the perceived childish look of the instruments, and

the repetition included in certain Instruments. The comment concerning lack

of time is a function of two specific characteristics of this prcgram

implementation. IE, originally designed for a two-year period, vas condensed

into one or two six-or eight-week cycles, and, since the bottom line measure

of the teachers' success was the level of student gains on the GT and GED

tests, they felt that their primary responsibility was to concentrate on

subject matter instruction. This problem was exacerbated by the difficulties

that teachers encountered in bridging between IE and their regular subject

matter.

Teachers' recommendations for modifications in the IL program are shcv:n

in Table A-14. Four.ty-four recommendations were made in 34 interviews. ;.ith

regard to training, the teachers expressed a need for more classrorM

observations by the teacher trainers and more feedback from them. The

teacher's manual needed more practical ideas, including war's to bridge to

subject matter and to the Army. In addi'tion, it needed better editing to

improve the organization and t,- correct the errors. Regardtr iLnstruments, a

frequent comment was that they should have fewer pages. This was prubabl..
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related to the teachers' concerns about, the lack of time and the students'

reactions to the repetition. Teachers also recomraended that the instrunents

be modified for use by adults, particularly Orientation in Space I and

Illustrations. And regarding implemenration, teachers felt that a longer

period of time wds needed. They indicated that it would be better to present

ir in basic training, BSEP I, or junior high school, where the focus is on

prerequisite skills and more time might be devoted to IE.

However, regardless of their misgivings about the IE adapation used, the

teachers did report observing positive trends in. the development of cognitive

skills by some of their students. Specific changes in student behavior*

observed by teachers in Teams I and 2 are presented in Table A-1 5. Because

the October and November interviews were conducted too early in the BSEP

cycle--and in the IE implementation within that cycle--for gains to have been

reliably observed, data were collected in only 17 interviews beginning in

December. The most frequently mentioned changes were increased participation

in oral eiscussion (n-14), improved use of vocabulary and concepts taught in

class (n=14), and improved ability to follow directions (n-3). Of those

behavioral changes covered in the in.terview for n the change noted least

frequently was increased relevance and completcness of answers.

The differences in frequency regarding behavioral thanges should be

interpreted with caution, however; they may be a function of teachers' abilitv

to report behaviors according to the researchers' categories rather than a

function of the actual occurrence of the behaviors. FurrhnM.ore, there is

uncertainty concerning cause-effect relations between IF iopleenr.ation and

the observation of gains on these skills. To provide useful data and to gua-rd

against superficial posi tive responses to questions about student gains, the
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teachers were asked to identify one or more specific studenrs -.lose gains w!-'re

notable whenever gains in the class uvre reported.

In general, it appeared that most of the teachers tool the 1E

implementation seriously and hoped that it would be helpful- Their,

identification of difficulties and recommendations for change shauld be

carefully considered in any future adaptation of IE for use with an adult

population in a limited time period.

Measurement of Student Gains

Both standard and newly developed paper and pencil tests wre

adiministered to measure student gains. There was no control group in the

design of this IE demonstration, although the data were compared with dat~a

from a BSEP cycle a year earlier. This comparison, however, proved

difficult. The criterion test used in the 1980 cycle was the A3LE rather than

the TABE and, although the pre-post GT gains were similar for both cycles,

peculiarities were found in the pre-OT scores as described below. The general

conclusion reached was that the gains for. the two cohorts were about the same

and that they were both significant.

The evaluation of impact is limited to the three cycles of soldiers in

the 14- or 16-week BSEP cycles starting in N'ovember 1981, January 1982, and

.!aarch 1982. Except for students taught by Tear., 1 in trhe .January cycle, all

before-after test comparisons are for the first six or eight week.s of ESE?

training. Therefore, the prinary analysis group is the set of students ',ho

started in January with Team 1 and continued through April; a total of 16

we ek s.

It is possible to reach some conclusions about the conrribur.ion of UE to

learning, even with the'short. time spans for the cycles. Stand. rd AS\"AS c-
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s;cores and TALF. scores were obrained by rhe BS0 staff, and scores were also

obtained on two newly developed cognitive tests. The test made up of pages

extracted from IE materials is included in Appendix C, and the test of

Cognitive Skills which I- is intended to foster is included in Appendix D.

These tests include the following subtests:

0 iE Test

o Comparisoas

o Illustrations

" Instructions

o Orientation in Space III

o Analytic Perception

o Orientation in Space I

o Numerical Progressfon

o Categorization

o Organization of Dots

o Cognitive Skills Test.

o Map Reading

o identification of Problem Dimensions

o Ordering

o Use of Conmon Objects

o Cognitive Vocabulary

o Generation of Problem Solutions



o TABE

o Reading Vocabulary

o Reading Comprehension

o Reading Total

o %lath Compur.ation

o Math Concepts and Problems

o Mlth Total

o Language Mechanics and Expression

c Spelling.

It was hypothesized that, if the IE lessons were having any effect, gains

would be apparent on the IE Test. If these gains generalized to the cognitive

skill donains, then scores on the two tests should be correlated, and there

should be gains on the Cognitive Skills Test. If either IE Test gains or

Cognitive Skills Test gains transfered to TABE and CT scores, then scores on

TABE and GT should be correlated with scores on the IE Test or the Cognitive

Skills Test, and tnere should be gains on TAEE and GT.

Finding gains cn TABE and GT that w'ere unrelated to IE or Cognitive

Skills is possible, of course, either because gains in the IE or Cognitive

Skills were not needed for TABE and GT gains or because the 1S Test and the

Cognitive Skills Test, which vere newly developed .nd quite short, failed to

detect the IE or Cognitive Skills gains.

The correlations among the three measures used to deternine gains can be

examinied to determine the degree of corr-espondence. While these, data, as

shown in Table A-1.6, can suggest links between IE gains and other rest score

gains, they cannot be translated 'into causal relationships. Correlations
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between Ordering and both Categorizations an4. Orientation in St'sce 111 were

.ignificant for both the pretest and the posttest. The only other consistent

correlations between the subtests were between Analytic Perception and Ka'p

Reading and, negati -ely. between Orientation in Space III and Uses of Common

Objects. It should be noted that the large gains on Organization of D~ots

exercises did not generalize to the Cognitive Skills subtests.

In interpreting these analyses, it i- useful to ;m~ow the reliabilities of

the tests While separate reliability data were not collected, pretest-

poettest correlations were calculated. These correlations, shown in Table

A-17, are probably slight underestimates dcf the reliabilities in most

cases-..-'20%. The pretest-posttest correlations ranged from .20 to .62 for

the IE TLest and from .34 to.79 for the Coignitive Skills Test. For a

definitive study, it would have been preferable to have had a more extensive

battery than this one-hour coverage of 15 subtests. However, these

correlations are generally comparable to those for the TABE, which ranged from

.51 to .76.

The pretest-posttest correlation for -the GT comnposite of the ASVkB was

surprisingly low-- .32. This led to further examinazion of the CT tests, as

shown in Table A-18. While there were reasonable correlations betw.een the G-.

and the TABE scores for the posttest--from .28 to.79--t~ie rretest ST scores

were virtually uncorrelateS with the TA33 scores, with correlations rarrir.,z

from -.05 to .28. in fact, the pretest TABE sccies are rnudh :-.ore closel..

correlated with post-GT, scores than with pre-OT scores. Althocuch e~raFn&,6i~n 16

for this finding is beyond the. scope-of this stitdy, one possibility is trist

the value of GT scores obtained by these soldiers on entry to the service met

be questionable.
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BSEP students achieved gains on zAl of the TABE subresrs--io effect, si-

or eight weeks of BSEP was equivalvent to nearly a year of schooling. The

largest gains were'in Math Computation and Language Mechanics and

Expression. These gains were generally much more substagnta1 than ,coul.d be

accounted for by gains on either the IE Test or the Cognitive Skills Test.

The significant and consistent correlations are shown in Table A-19 for the IT

Test and Table A-20 for the Cognitive Skills Test. The only relation to

Reading scores was the correlation between Use of Common Objects and Reading

Total; the only scores significantly correlated with Language Mechanics and

Expression were Orientation in Space III and Map Reading; and no variables

were significantly correlated with Spelling. Math Concepts and Problems was

significantly correlated with only Numerical Progression.

Generally, there was a significant correlation between the total TABE

battery score and the Cognitive Skills Test (r=.37). There was also a

significant posttest correlation between the total TABE battery score and the

IE Test (r=.44), which did not occur for the pretest (r-.17). This is

consonant with the hypothesis that the IE Test scores were morem 2eanl.ngful

after instruction than before, which might be due to the paucity of

instructions given urith the exercises. The correlation of the IE Test and

Cognitive Skills Test scores with GT could only be measured at the tine of

posttest, as noted above. There were significant corr'elations wirh

Comparisons, Orientation in Space III, and Categorizations, and -w-ith Ordering

and Use of Conmon Objects.

Finally, the primary analysis group was followed throbgh a 16-week, two-

cycle BSEP program; the results are sumdarized in Table A-21. The results

indicated that, al-though gains occurred during the first eigO't wceks, no

additional gains occurred as a result of the extra eight weeks of
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i.nsr.rucr. un. One explanation is thar a ceiliny0 hd been reached on the ar- ounr

of knowledge that could be assimilated by the soldiers from continuous BSEP

attendance. An alternative explanation is that .che teachers may not have been

as attentive during what was the final period of their unrenewed contract.

This alternative explanation is not substantiated, however, both because the

teachers wire observed to be conrinuing their instruction responsibly, and

because TABE gains continued to be shown for other soldiers during this

period.

In summary, the gains that occurred on the TABE were not clearly related

to gains on the Cognitive Skills Test, nor were the substantial gains oth the

IE Organization of Dots subtest correlated with other gains. There were a few

suggestive correlations but, in general, the objectives as represented by

short range gains on the TABE appear to be unrelated to short range Cognitive

Skills Test gains. It may be necessary to make a choice between these two

objectives in planning for future impleraentations of Feuerstein's Instrumental

Enrichment in BSEP. In any case, the IE program was designed to produce long

term--not short term--gains, and a thorough evaluation will require the follow

up of both the participaring soldiers and a control group for at least a year.
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DISCUS SION

The process and results of an adaptation of Feuerstein's IE program for

use JIn BSL- II was examined from Augusr 1981 to April 1082,- In addition to

determining whether IE traininZ leads to gains in cog;ir ve functions, the

linls between IE program I npurs and various t:st score gains wtre analyzed and

the needs for improvement in future adaptations of IE for Army use were

idencified. Special emphasis was given to evaluation of the teacher training

and implementation process. The evaluation was based on a-model of the

demonstration, including the categories of factors that might affect the

improvement of soldiers' performance--teacher preparation, classroom time and

other resources, adequacy of the IE materials, and teacher and student

motivation. In the context of the limited time of the present demonstration,

only a partial investigation of the model was possible.

Teacher Preparation

Several indicators pointed to the fact that training for teaching IE was

inadequate. For example, at the end of t'raining, only six of the nine

teachers were able to identify in an IE exercise the cognitive functions

important for soldiers. The teachers themselves acknowledged inadeqiiaci.es in

the rraining by suggesting that the traini.ng needed mere feedback on a.re:prs

to use IE in classroom teaching or more demonstrations of teaching,

inrroduction of better methods for bridging between IE exercises and academic

subject matter, and better organizdtion of the training. Later in the

implementation, these inadequacies in teacher trainin 6 were evident in the
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actual teachinr--limited time was devoted to the introduction and the

Discussion of IE exercises, a Summary was lacking at the end of the IF

lessons, and there was limited inclusion of cognitive functions in class

lessons.

Classroom Time and Other Resources

Because of the restrictions of the original BSE' training cycle, the time

available for full implementation of the IE program was inadequate. The

original training cycle included 17.5 class hours a week for 12 weeks for a

total of 210 class hours per cycle, and, -dssumirng one hour per page presented

in class, the original schedule for the IE implementation required 176 class

hours. Given the additional need to cover language, reading, and math skills

in BSEP, these schedules were incompatible. During the demonstration, the

BSEP cycles were increased to 14 weeks ana then to 16 weeks, finally totaling

280 hours of classroom instruction. This would have been adequate if theie

had not also been the concurrent goal of improving language, reading, and math

scores. To deal with the competing objectives, teachers reduced the number of

1E instruments, reduced the number of pages in each IT instrument, and reduced

the time spent on each IE page. Each of these changes contributed to a

generally inadequate IE progran inplenentation.

Ldequscy of I Materials

According to the teachers, the IE materials required Jor

improvements. The teacher's manual needed more practical ideas, better

editing and organizatioa; and better guides to bridginG betw een 1B exercises'

and academic subject matter and Arrv tasks.
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The IE instruments, originally designed for adclescents, reeled to be

revised for use with an adult population. For use in the limited tine

available to the BS'- program, a narrower focus on cognitive skills is needed

with selections from among the instruments and from among pages within the

ins truments.

Teacher and Student Motivation

Teachers were in.general agreement with the goals of the IE program,

although in the limited time available they felt a conflict with the needs of

the soldiers for instruction in reading, language arts, computation, and

science. During the final stages of the demonstration the program was

disrupted by the award of the next BSE? teaching contract to a ne firm, thus

bringing the teachers' jobs into jeopardy.

The students appeared to be mildly interested in the IE exercises. Their

main motivation and reason for participating in BSEP was to improve their GT

scores or to acquire. General Educational Development (GED). When teachers

conveyed a sense that the IE materials would help them in their pursuits,

students responded positively to !E. However, only five of the 13 Cognitive

Skills subtests and IE subtests actually correlated with GT scores at the time

of the posttest:

IE .Categorization -.. 73

IE Orientation in Space III r-.62

IE Comparisons r. .

Cognitive Skills Use of Common ObJects r=.53

Cognitive Skills Ordering -

Thus, soldiers who felt that the IE work would not help them Tn the short term

in their pursuit of h-.gher rT scores may have been justified in :heir
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belief. This result cannot generalize to longer rerr. effects, however,

,ithout a longer term demonstration.

Srudent Gains in Cognitive Functions

Gains i.n cognitive functions were assessed usin. a test designed by the

research staff, together with selected sections of the IE instruments. Only

five of the 15 tested skills showed significant gains from the pretest to the

posttest:

IE Organization of Dots t-5.46, dfr34, p<.0O02

IE Categorization t-3.02, df=34, p<.02

IE Orientation in Space I r-2.72, df=34, p<.O5

IE Orientat.ion in Space III t-2.52, df=34, p<.O5

Cognitive Skills Ordering t-2.20, df-36, p<.05.

Sowe generalization of IE gains is indicated by the fact that posttest scores

on Ordering were correlated with both Categorization (r=.39) and Orientation

in Space III (r-.35). On the other hand, the largest gains appeared in

Organization of Dots, bit tnese gains did not generalize to any of the

Cognitive Skills subtests or to the course criterion test, the TABE.

Student Gains in Skills Tested

Significant gains similar to those obtained in a prior BS'9 cycle not

employing IE occurred on all six TABE subtests--reading vocabulary, reading

comprehension, math coripuration, marth concepts and problems, language

mechanics and expression, and spelling. The students showed gains )f

approximately one year of schooling as a result of six or eight weeks of

6SEP. Because the variables were not highly correlated, these gains, which are
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similar to gains at other BSEP installations, were more substantial than could

be accounted for by gains on the IE and Cognitive Skills Tests.
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S U:IMLARY

The main finding of the evaluation is thar the demonstration of the

adapted Feuerstein IE program undertaken as part of the Fort Knox BSEP 11

program was an inadequate implementation. Oil the basis of rhis tryout, it is

impossible to reach any valid conclusion abour. the por.nrial value of IE in

the Army. A critical factor affecting the implementation was terination of

the teachers' contract in the middle of the demonstration. Other factors also

led to a poor implementation--insufficient class time was allocated for

implementing a two-year program within the context of the six or eight week

BSEP cycle; the IE materials were not appropriately adapted for Army use in

BSEP, as indicated by the disparaging comments of both teachers and students;

teachers were inadequately prepared, as revealed in failures to use specified

techniques; and, because of problems with classroom time and with teacher and

student motivation, students failed to work through all of the problems.

There were a few significant gains in student performance as a result

of the IE implementation. Significant pretest-posttest gains were observed

in selected sections of four TE instruments--Organization of Dots, Categori-

zation, Orientation in Space I, and Orientation in Space Ill--and in one

component of the Cognitive Skills Test--Ordering. The posttest scores on

Ordering were also correlated with both Categorization and Orientation in

Space 111. Furthermore, posttest GT scores were correlated with IE subtests

in Categorization, Orientation in Space III, and Comparisons, and with the

Cognitive Skills Test subtests in Use of Common Objects and Ordering. Al-

though significant gains appeared on all subtests of the TABE, these gains
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were similar to those in previous BSEP cycles that did not employ IE, and

they were not correlated with gains on either the IE Test or the Cognitive

Skills Test.
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R ECOWIC! DAT lONS

Given the problems experienced in attempting to demonstrate IE withJn the

context of BSEP 11--shorr class cycles, contract. teachers with mininal

training in the subject matter, contract teachers with a probability of being

replaced by the lowest contract bidder--a demonstration of IE in the Arm\- may

be best undertaken within another training program. If IE were to be

implemented in BSLP II, major modifications would need to be undertaken in the

design of the IE program and the BSEP program. Modifications are needed in

teacher training and in program objectives, content, and scheduling.

The teacher trainers should make special efforts to assist teachert in a

number of areas--bridging to the subject matter; using the cognitive map with

students; assisting students in working through the problems; identifying

students having problems, particularly in bridging; assisting students in

applying IE skills outside the classroom;' and identifying the concrete

benefits of learning IE.

In addition to greater emphasis on certain topics in IE, several options

should be considered for the organization and scheduling of the training:

including teacher trainers who have used IE with adult students; starting and

ending the training sessions on time and including definite break periods; and

conducting the training session during vacation breaks when teachers are not

needed in the classrooms.

Several options were suggested by teachers for modification of the IE

instruments and training manuals: revising and adapting the materials for the

short time period available in BSEP; revising and adapting the materials for

adults; providing the teachers with a method for deciding which students need

IE the most; developing a summary or guide for the instructions instrument;

and providing some summary of all the instruments.

5, .. .
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All of these reca.::.e tons ,iu c "e cc ns id re ,. a.n L ure

implementation of IE in BSFP or in other parts of Army trainirg.

Any future implementation of IE within the Army should also be

accompanied by an evaluation of both the impelmentation ind.the lon. tero

outcome. As a result of the present demonstration, a variet-Y cf troceiures

have been identifie ,.' that nauy be uced in such an evaluation for e:aminin tie

implementation as well as the outcomes of the program. These procedures

include assessing teacher training, conducting classroom observations,

gathering records on student performance on IE materials, and gathering pre-

and post-measures of soldier performance. A complete evaluation should

include a longitudinal assessment of soldiers' performance, since the greatest

3xmpact of the Feuerstein IE program is not expected until several years after

its conclusion.
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V :Die A-i

Decrivtion of :ata Ccllecticn Inctruments

leasures Data sources Procedures
~developed

Prior to and follo-inw irg ac-in

Pre- and post-measures on soldiers

Standardized tests

GT (subset of ASVAB) Soldier records None

TABE Soldier. records None

Test of cognitive Soldiers Development of tests
functions (including adaptation

of IE instruments)

Measures of teacher training

Teacher trainer and Teacher trainers Teacher preparation
supervisor assessment and tea'cher rating form

supervisor

Teacher assessment Teachers Teacher reaction to IE.

Adequacy of materials Research staff IE materials revie,.

During instruction

Record of exposure Teacher records None
of instruction

Teacher :;z1ne
atzendance records

Perforn-ance or. IE Conpleted I ";or.e
m_ terials for.s

Self-evaluations Teachers ?eac*er' evaiuaio:.s
o. 1 - reria-s.

Observer evaluations Research stafi Teacher observation
fo
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?alI A-2

?Ca:chets' Responoses to Oue-tien, .. a. i }, ; "o ' ': - -
learned during The Ii: training sessions?"

M'.ost important thins learned Frequency

aeiazn, z.et:1ods

New or different ways of teaching 3

Availability and use of IE instruments 2

Bridging (to everyday life and to Army life) 2

Ways of organizing instruction 1

Method for getting students to think and to
talk about whet they are doing

Method for getting students to talk about
implicit versus explicit instructions

New concepts

Flexibility of the mind

Learning left from right is a cognitive skill 1

Re inforcement

Teachinr stie 1

.3?2? students can be helped 1

..nt!usiasm fcr teachinc
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Te;chera' .-?e::;.ones tc : 70tlos " *e.'Oe 2 'h,*, :hK t tL. c -.: t .e f.2: .:t ic~s

that this air-s to elicit are imrnoreant for the solier.z? "..at wculd he an
indicator of Gains, in Ar7v life?"

Frequency
Indicator

Benefits or gains

Increased precision in giving instructions 1

Increased flexibility in wording of instructions 1

Increased awareness of and precision with written
inst ructions

Ability to recognize new situations

Ability to adapt traditional rethods to new 1

6situations

Decrease in egocentric behavio:; abi!ity to view
problem from another's perspective

Ability to generate information 1

Ability to use points of reference 1

Ability to read maps 1

Lack of benefits or gains

No application to Ar:.:' lfe

Failure to aDTpl3 skill
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2 uC.sti n -,,

n Fe s -s

"If there had been more training tine for i, how so it have teen u c ?
If IE training were to be done for 3SE? at another -pst, 'hat cares, if anv,
would you recommend from the experience at Fort Knox?"

: -....ency

Suggestions

Scheduling and organization of training sessions
Scheduling of training when teachers not needed
in classrooms 5

During afternoon (used for tutoring) rather than
during morning (used for classes)
During vacation break

Better organization of training 3
Better pacing of training 1

Less time with Organization of Dots and more
time with later instruments

Starting and ending sessions on time 1
Inclusion of scheduled break times 1
Reduction in time spent on "highs and lows" 1

More attention given to Army adaptation
Answers given to questions about limited time 3
Instruction and practice given in all instruments
(to provide broad foundation)
Revision and adaptation of materials for a shorter
time period--6 or 12 weeks versus two years; 1
reduce number of instruments presented to
soldiers but cover them more thoroughly
Revision and adaptatior of raterials for adults-- changing
pictures of boys into soldiers is nct enough
Trainers who have worked with adults

'ore attention or effort given to cther E erias ..-. n:. ..

Observation of classroom teaching or teaching
d e.::lons tra tions-

Bridting to subject• nazter--break into subject-nratter C.ro-.:s
Instruction in use of cognitive p "-ith stdents
Me.thod for deciding which students need IE the most

Other sug,estions
Have trainers speak more loudl. 2
Present IE in posi.tive light from beginning
I{ave afternoon bull session to discuss IE after
two to three weeks of teaching
Include IS as part of Sasic Training for eve.one
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Table A-5

Teachers' Responses to Questions, "Do you think the rrajii.rg Vas adtouar.e for
this exercies? What problems have occurred (or do you e,:pecr. tO Occur) with
it?"

Ins t rume n t P age Comme n t
(N,=9)

Organization of Dots 6,7 Training adequate; no problems

4 Objective difficult to find in manual

14 N'o bridging in manual

Orientation in .Space 1 12 Training adequate; no problems

Instructions 24 No teacher's guide for instrument;
need a sumnary at least

39 Students may not understand what to
cdo with it

Numericai Progression 13 Students may not be able to apply"
formula

35 Page not covered in training
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Table A-6

Number of TE Pages Observed to be Presenr.ed in a Three-and-one-half-hour
Instructional Day in 1981 and 19.92 to Primary Analysis Group-of S'r.udenr.s

uNumber of Pages

Teachers October Novem ber Decem er February April

(N=9) (N=8) (N=8) (N=5) (N=4)

Team 1 2 6 7 6 2
(n-3)

Team 2 6 S 3 2 3

(n=3)

Team 3 3 2 2 0 0

(n=3)
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Tabie A-7

Amount of Time Observed to be Stent on IE Lessons in a Three-and-one-half-hour
Instructional Day, and Time -er Paee in 91and 982 _

Time in hours and minutes--tota! (rage)

T'eache s October november Decenber " .ebru." Aril
(0=9) (4=8) (0 =8) (V=5) (N=4 )

Team 1 1:33 (0:47) 1:25 (0:14) l:?7 (0:12) 1:27 (0:15) 0:50 (0:25)
(n-3)

Team 2 1:21 (0:12) ':39 (0.20) 1:18 (0:26) 1:02 (0:31) 0:11 (0:04)
(n=3)

Team 3 0:47 (0:16) 0:34 (0:17) 0:16. (0:08) 0:00 (0:00) 0:00 (0:00)
(n=3)

6:,
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Table ;.-5

Percenat-e of Tice Allocation Earl." and Late in Denonstraticn ir l9o1 and loS2

Phase

Independen

Teachers Introduction work Discussion Euna

October/November/December (1=25)

Team 1 42 49 7 2

(n=3)

Team 2 33 37 28 2

(n=3)

Team 3 19 45 35

(n=3)

Weighted 34 44 20 2

average

February/April (N-9)

Team 1 23 69

(n=3)

eai2 25 53 22
(n=3)

Teen 3 0 C

Weighte.. 23 2

average
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J~~'t r--:?,e:c::o .s * o -tjve C.ren ?..'' d ce:t.-..nts -. -r.. F - ... ,=

Con=ent re uency

Effects of IE on students

Stue::sliked 77 -

Students enjoyed pinwheel rare (OSI)

Students liked change from subject matter 1

Students liked idea of cognitive functions 1

Students became more precise in instructions and improved 1
in communication skills

Students applied strategies on job

Effects of IE on classroom teaching

Generated discussion and interest 5

Helps in teaching vocabulary 1

Helps in teaching strategies 1

Helps teaching inferences I
Fits with subject matter 2

Hols "put it all together"

is Eood for team teachin

Helps promote coordination among teachers

Trains teachers .-.o teach ti..:n! 1

T raining and m.aterials

1E ccnce*ts and theory, such as teaching %tra-egies an£
lozical reasoning, are good

Teacher trainers provided Good advice or. certain
instruments

Teacher's manual -rcvide!! preparation in theor.,

Inst'ments are good .
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It r Muettcy

Students don't like I1; don't %ent to be 'ohrt jItit; 5

refuse to 4e It

StdnsFt need It most see= to r'..h: it most-, those u"~

1ound It. tard tihad es ic m-ft.

S tuC rt S &.Pth: tcN ha & ~L lvt Lboets Q! con~t-t 11 t. Ui ,:

CEO scores

Students appear to be negative bec~c~e of "meof insit tumett

Students are bored vulth' It after novelty has worn off

Students reacted to IL as If It swrs 'kid scuff'

Students dIontA Ilie repetition of Analytic PerceptionI

Students don't lls Orjarlnstton of Dots and orientationi in Space I

Efects on students

Soa studenit Improvemenit was observed

Skill transfer uanstgnerally lackieng

it didn't see: to alleviate learnt'.e disb: liity proble=os

1
0

achin-%a and claisrocoz probiros

Lack of tine is probien

Lads to added ho~e-otk

Leads to ltttjn behtn6 In s.-tt sattt

IridainL is difficult

brlising to Ergli.sh Is espect ally dii:Itit

kridfi,4 to Arty, is difficultI

if Create, soot inflextit: it', (t. t'1rz $.-er.3 CaIen1 to~t r.1t)

lire can t. better s'en: on su'kiec? c-tter lrs-t:ic'

Iralnirg anc: sateriale0

Orien~tation' In Space .1 is not ntece! 1:: t- . Sou;

letncnsare to,. lerj t.aeto a. rks spt-U

Oqatsatiun of )Ots t. rtrc o:

7here aPPersF to bse Oc tranalot tos~. for ezss:;e !ice

Ur~anttior o' Loces

poats tro:las !orte:w acs

* fl cdoes nut appear tC, br MZtiviti t, s:ucetnts &

4ter is no go'od tie beiscr, ins6,tcorAfs In-' Cc;r.: i'e !unctIons

Itdoes not bler. s-nE vit science crTrcul, t

it does not hae *nvt tt an listecnis s-l11s

,eactelt Lais.%a Is Fs&r

arsinle'. ts u~s %site i discussion& o *4 s*n± u

d .e~~cttets scrt co.!usa, v-t. rciarC fc .at et..



- P:erra;- Modeficarionf Kccn-ended by Teachers

Freq4ency -

Change (1 - 5)

Trainng

Trainers should Five more feedback on classrooo observations 2

Clearly cc'lnee goals. definitions. instructions, and

schedule needed

Trainers should observe classrors Oort often

Teacher's manual

more practical and. good ideas Deeded 1.

better editing, Including correction of error&, 3

misinformation, typos. and organization . needed

More and better bridging to subject ratter needed 3

Better bridging to Army. to HOSs, needed I

Better sections on military needed I

Instruc-ents

They should be shorter--have fewer pages, include only

thr-ee or tour pages per instruoent

They need to be wdified for adults

They look to,, elecentary, especially Orientation In Space 3

I and Illustrations

They need better organization 1

They should be revie-d by military staff to be oade 1

more Ary-relevant

Ozietatior. in Space 1 is not nee-de for this group

Orientatior, in Space III needs revisions

1r;,e~e ia€t ion

Longer perlod of time needed for Protra-

It vould be better to present I- In basic Trainling or

Ec!
- ', or 3unior high school

It t;ould be oriented tuva:d xr ivtdal dtagnosis

7 1



Ta ble A-! 5

Changes in Student behavior Observed by Teachers in Team;s I oQ 2

Change Frequency

increased participation in oral discussion 14

Improved use of vocabulary and conceprs raugh in "class 14

Improved ability to follow directions 13

Improved ability to solve problems in class 12

Increased attention span and concentration on tasks 1i

Improved ability to learn new tasks 10

Increased enthusiasm for learning 10

Increased responsibility for raking up own work 10

Increased volunteering for additional learning or 9
problem solving tasks

Increased checking of own work 0

Increased relevance and completeness of answers 7

27
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Tabl . "-17

?rt-?os- Correlations of Coe:,itive Skills, 7-K, .nd G- Test Scores

Test Correlation

Cognitive Skills

!a: Reading .41
Identification of Problem Dimensions .55
Ordering .79
Use of Common Objects .58
Cognitive Vocabulary .55
Generation of Problem Solutions .34

Total Cognitive Battery .56

IE

Comparisons .40
Illustrations --
Instructions .56
Orientation in Space 11 .62
Analytic Perception .29
Orientation in Space i .25
Iumerical Progression .43
Categorization .20
Organization of Dots .29

Total IE Battery .59

Reading Vocabulary .65
Reading Conprehension -5
7: eading Total .671
:ath Co., utaticn .7-6
.a--1 Concepts and ?roble-s .67

X'ath Total -6
La:guage ".echancis and xression .57
Spe!linC .76

Total TABE Eattery .67

CT

GT .32
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"fable A-18

Corr!.ations of TAPE and CT Scurcs

Corre la tion
Test

Pre-GT Pos t-CT (Por.-GT
(n=$9) (n=84) .ith Pre-TA..)

Reading Vocabulary .22 .46 .44

Reading Comprehension .23 .59 .31

Reading Total .28 .59 .45

Math Computation -.05 .70 .62

Math Concepts and Problems .09 .79 .52

Math Total .07 .76 .61

Language Mechanics and Expression .16 .28 .06

Spelling .15 .30 .42

Total TABE battery score .17 .69 .54
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APPENDIX B

Lesson Plan
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S SON ?'.N N

Saslc se': C:- cf "-theac:iSC

Ob iect:ve: Students .d.ll a cmtica ", find v\'s Oz checki:g their

work and .:ill comple:e such checking.

Introduce the concept or subtraction as the opposite'eof addiio'.

For example, you can take a rectangle and divide it into tour parts.

If you take away or remove r-'o of those parts, you will have t-vo parts

remaining.

And if you add tht tvo remaining parts to the two that you subtracted,

you will have the rectangle of four parts.

This figure of four blocks can be separated several different uays.

A-sk for the following examples.

Subtraction: =

Addi Lion:



Sub trac ticn -

Addition: 0

These exanples shc" thaz the szucenz can check -s cr *er or sub-

traction by adding the parts to see if they equal the whole. Siailarly,

he or she can check work in additiou by subtracting one part from the

whole to see if it equals the other part.

Introduce rows 1-4 on page 11 of the Basic Essentials of Kathemat.cs

(Part i). Have students complete the proble-n- and discuss them. Ask how

they checked their work.

Turn to page 11 (or 32 or 13) of Organization of Dots. Have the students

complete one row of frames. Then ask then to think about different ways 01

checking whether their answer is correct. Identify as any different

strategies as possible for checking the work. Eave the students comolete

the next row. 1.sk them to exchange booklets and to check their neighbor's

work.

End the class with a discussion on the impcrtance of checking

one's work.

I
I.
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L SSON ?1_11N,

se ntal S1L1s (ook 16)

Objective: Students -ill learn- strategies fcr scazning ':--tten ate:a1

and for idenzifying the critical co=ponents.

Eave the students turn to page 28 in Essential Ski±li (3ook 16). ksk for

the title--"Don't be Snowbound." What does this suggest about the contents of

the passage? Get as an"y ideas as pcssib'.e.

Now ask the students to spend a few seconds scanning the passage. Vnaz

topics are mentioned in the paragraph? Make a list. What might be the nain

idea of the passage? Get as rnazy suggestions a-s possible, and list them on

the board. Y
Next, ask the students to read the entire passage and to answer the

questions. Discuss each question and its answer. End the discussion by

returniing to the listings of topics and main idea. Which ones are appropriate? N
Then ask about -the title again. How does it help us to identify the

topic and the main idea of the passage? Eow does the scanning of the passage

help to set the framework? These are strategies that can be used when

beginning to read new material.

Turn to-page 10 (or 14) of Instructions. Bow can we apply these strategies?

As the student scans the page, what does he or she see first, second, third,

fourth, fifth, and so forth? Y.ake a list of these icens on the board. Ask

the students to suy-arize the instructions. Then have them co=plete two

rOWs. Wnat kinds c. a s-ers did rhf! studen;:s sug est? hich o:es see:ed
-csz apprcpriate? I there is tine. have the stucents cc.?iete 2he page

and check -'ith each other.

Finally, ask one of the students to su.--ize the strartez.ies zaz can be

used w-hen reading any naterial.

I-



C-D Test 2: The Social Sztudies Test

Obiective: Students w"-! learn ho-" to read graphs and hcw to transfor-

nu--ber progression into a &raphical for--.

Begin a discussion of taxacion. -sk about the Kinds o& taxes that. u-e

pay: income tax

propertz tax

sales :ax

inheritance tax

In what ways are these similar and in -hat ways are they different?

Read theselection on pages 56-59 of the GED Test 2: The Social Studies

Test. .sk what kinds of taxes are being discussed in the paragraph.

W"hat does the chart in Figure 1 show us? Then discuss how to read this

chart. For example, about how -uch tax does the person pay who makes $50,000

per year and about 'cw much does the person pay who makes $25,000 per year?

Introduce page 13 (or 14, 15, 16) in Numerical Progressicr-s. These

provide a different e.xa=ple of a graph. Co=nlete the page, and then ask

people to read points on the graph.

Return to the reading selection on pages 56-59. The sentences from

13 to 20 discuss the percentage of income used to pay caxes. Are these

perceutages read off the chart? Eow are they calculated? -,nat would be

the formula for calculating the percentage of income paid in tax?--
tax

?ercen.-age Using Chis fornula, ho- can we calculate this

percenzage for each inct-e? T -en shcw how-. we can graDh these findings.



Figu:e 1 5

6/25 = _'Z
17/50 = "'i/ = - -I -5%
2E/7 5 37Z -,5

42/100 = 42.
60/125 = 48 40%
77/150 = 51%
92/175 = 53 1'

110/200 = 55% J
0

o 2

-- 25 -

S20Z

-

be|h ppst fa rgesie|x- rerssv tax As fo ei.w

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

Income (in thousands of dollars)

What we have graphed is the slope of Fig ure 1 ...

Now discuss the notion of a progress-irve tax---'here you pa,; a larger

percentage of your income for taxes as your income increases. Whar would

bp the opposite of a progressive ax--a regressive tax. A sk for a de_.fition

and for some examples.

Work through a case, for exa-ple using sales tax. Assume that sales

:- x is 5Z. Thus, everybody, regardless of income, is zaxed at the sa~e

rate. RKh:? Buz, let's see the effect of chis tax on -o .az...es:

the Saith and Jones fa-ilies. Certain ize=s, such as food, are considered

to be basic necessities. Th is zeans tha: peopIe _-ust s end at leas: a

certain amcun- to sur.-ive. Let us assue t.at a - ancuzn :ha: a-

fai!7 of four must spend on food is S!,000 per year. -he Sc:izhs spezn

$1,000 per year on food, as do the Joneses. But the Smit*is have an inccze

of 550,000, chile the Joneses have an incone of $25,000.
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10coz-e C,50 coo S25,000o

-00d ex:)enses 1 1,000 S 1,00

Sales tax .05 X $1,000 =$50 .05 x $1,000 S 50

Percentage of inco~e
paid in sales tax $50/$50,000-.001 S50/$25,00-.002

Thu-s, the Jonses, who have a smaier in:cocne, pay a hiZher percezzage of ch-eir

incote on sales tax. Ec-,. cov-1d :his be graphe,- to she',; ch-a: sales tax is

ree.:essive?
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This is a ccr. z!= a::ic- c-- :he zesz bem dcne :-s .: e e v zl.-

of l~ YO R N M __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Yon.R RANT _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
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c:'~~~:zsao tne .rz ,: r-.c --- c,;~ "C''- nt ~

T, nE fo i .. . -I-' . l r. , y Cu -.i zify . C n c C- :

-. cazT;ons vErbS r
•,hices c ce Zri c i fcurs
djec-iveS_  1 i incs

i 1 2I r1-.
.- .. ~ Thi lorino -lauch -_ cineerinc S Ieep I:ed Carpen:-

I chose words 2 and 5 because zhey are also "n s

Piano Flute Dance Viol-in _icture Sound

I chose words and because they are also

Motorcycle Speed Boat I*elmet j Airplane Wh eei

.1 chose words and because they are also

Jealousy S,.4eeI Orivinc Love I "E". C

Tchcse worCS ard t C-a - ej Y a C S _ _ _
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.1

I~

. 0

F.
i
-

--

- - -

-4 -.

- - ..- -
Co --

cjI -
'-S '.4...- 4.4 *J

U -1 -

J
4.) -

U ~ -

.4
-'~'.J '2

-~ I
~ ci

~

~1 ,.

OKK c~I
C'

Ci~ 01
4 *1 __________________ I

4-i C - -

-. C
U

-- C

-. I
- C

I~~I - - ~
I., - U

- I
-. 4 ~

V
-'I

4~ - I

--
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t,-; 's = 1/2 circle
zu r-rs = c'rcl E

Stur, s = full. circie
. 7.

es ,a t

L e ft Ri at.tt

South

Look a: lt.he atove and fill in the blanks balow.

You are. facino no rh.

A. "ake 4 turns to ,.-?e c6 rE- 1 ft. Er c c .oU erd

*E. , ake a fui circle cz t.h r.cr, ad j/4 circle t t:e lrt Ere
a r_ yu row?

Cne turn ci rcIc. U s: c1 -cIE.
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:c ! t: esif I~ :e :e;-c ;i e !c..

~elet:!-% or nLsr'-.-- s-- I-az *-e czr-t-.

C", C.:1 j - JZ

1-0

4-f

- I I17



--- 1k

sI Cn ::SZL nL -

-re -.ee

21 ba. . c k2 ~ .3 Nc

The br-.aks f o n

___ __ efI/c o

'1The rfe

the t-ee -

- _ _ I _ _ _ _

L -- __ -*----~ ----- -* -



I et-z zte fo Icwi n- p:crescri:

02 .2 4 6 10 ___26

1. 11 .0 20 i9 29 _ _ _ ___

Q 2 6-11 17 2'~ __



~C!e

..... . . r 1 '

"-IZ

1..

vt-7

imiLJ I a 

------ ----



* -. _ _ _ - -~- -- ~-*~-

* a

* . a 0

*
a

4 a a
* a

S
* 0

* 0 0
0 * a * a a

0

0 0 0 * 0aa * 00

* 0 0 0 6

6 0 * 0
* 0

0
0 0 *0

0 0 0
0

0
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15s . a ztst :c set '*-cw- wel I cu kno'. ce:r:.AUf s'-.Ils :.a : ar-e :c *-e*

:a uh i~ tmC-e I -s z:-e : --- 1 1- ze n:? 7c & -a = h -tz~a :-e :

?-.ograz -s be±ing tried out as a ar cf6 tne lasic Slr.Ils t--ucazlc.-r.~a

I - (3S 1 ) at Kn: ox.

T.he results of your wczk cm ch-±s test wil be used as part of the

evalt~ati±on of the I--strumental Znric:=e~z Program. The eval zzlon -,;-I zssess

th~e effectiveness of the ;rogra azd 7ecc-emd i=rcve~e~cs that: z:e medec.

PPRL T 7OUR N _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

I~~ ~~~~ OUR RANK ___________________



Arb orv S-.r e± e-+_____

i cuC Off Z! C:

SMcin Sr
<(

o 0torte Fi re

OStation

De I IL5 rce

_ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LA~jfl C-s iD rSr- r

Fac-uore.

C~urA

IL L i I i n

TcnqO Strcck ____
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You are on a recc=="-ssazce ""ssic--r.c 2 is a =z C: : e

: e 5 sc zl_ :e th e loc z~ o -z z . C -,; c e Zzz - nd-_ :

2. Assume thaz you are inside the 3usi ess College faclr.=g the _ell R.Ier.

Which 5uilding is to your right?

a. i~h School

. a r-:
c. Chu:ch
d. No=e of the above

3. Asssume that your are walk .r: .along the 'ell R.Iver fre the Business
College to the Fire Station. In ;hat direction aze you -alkfmg?

a. Norrheas.
b. North

-C. Zas

d. Nort.w.es:

4. ~our are St on 1ain Street facing the ?osz Office. W'bat buildtag.is :o
your right?

a. Dr-ag S-tore
b. F4ire StpC.-1on
C. Office Buildimg #4
d. City& E. i1

You cL-*b the s:e;s of the Post Office -n :.hec :u-= around zo :ace
S :ee:. Desc:ie what -ou wculd see.

6. From the Maiz S:ee: e:rance c :e 'Drug S:c.e .cu - C V.:

bLee • tc anc-.o' s. -. 7

a. S

'D. LSt e
c. Zz5
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S. L-S the :!ir±ss tha you watu.d cozsid er i= arasweria --he o1

question. Eov; vculd you help a fr m decide wheze-: zo eem* sz? o u

would ccz.s--&ezr: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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c. ' u are cn a 7 : du =:v, zc- e .. 'etu e s-

your ;cs :!.cn. The ic!.-z is a 1.st c- ac:jc=s, ,z: they - .- :he

v'rcng order. .: the= i:o :he correc: cr--r..

Wroae Order Ccrnec: Order

a. Agaim you order -Bai!- 1. d

. St7-nger gIves the ;assuord. 2.

c. You ask "-ho is there?-

d. You he= sc~ecne -:-.--h-.m 4.

e. You order -E.t !.

i. Strazger identif es hi=self. 6.

g. You order "Advance to be recognized.-

h. You give permission to pass. 8.

I. Tou ask for the passuord. 9.

10. You have -coe upc- a soldier with a bleedIng wound in has leg. You pNt

on a field dressizg and a pressure dressing, but the bleeding did not

stop. The following are the steps In putting on a rouraicuec, tuc -they

are ic the wrorg order. Put the= into the correct order.

Swrong Order Correct Order

a. Put a stick under the knot. 1. £

b. Get -edical help. 2.. .

c. Get the scldler's belt. 2.

d. Ti e oze end of the stick down /A

so it mI!! -ot Unvi.n.

e. hake a - c= hi's :crehead --with
a grease :e-c ' .

f. Place :he bel: cicse to the wcuzd 6.
bec.';ee= :he -cund azd his hear:.

g. Ie a knot i: the :e-:. 7.

h. -'=;Ist the sz.lck Lust enough to _..

stop the bl.eedin.

. FI:d a s:c k. c
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12. o~et_4es vcu. =zy ube :'e fiele, a=- ycu; =.a-.c~zz~a ~

:a!=, but you rave ze~ra :ez =cr a Srcu~c c-ct o" as,

could use a ra_- ;otchc as a subszzuce SIC.- :%.e te7.: or t e zz~un4c

cloth. 7hus, t'-,e ral= poncho hnas several uses in the fieed.'

Ite= Uses in the _-Ie.Id

:a-,= poz.cho rain ccer, e:

Write as zv uses _z he field as you can :c:_ z*-e z_-owIzg-= ize~zs.

i r e= Uses ir. the F-eld

shoe st-. _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _

baseball caz _____________________

12. Id each row below, circlie-te word or phrase on the rgtthat is closest

i.n =eann to the word or. the le-':. Tof exa~ple:

lftrle -a "big b- child C. s=Z1l d. -7CUMS

The corr-ect: ar-.er was -small."

syste=.atrIc a. di1-y b. autotic c. orderly d c S ~a-:-.a-,

accuracy a. exac~ess b. =isztake C. rfg~d~tr7 c. =zOrfsz

st~ategy. a. cleverness b. speed c. vzaarze ;-!a=

by ;othe s s a. test b. lau C. ass-::Cioz id e-.dce =-e

cl~ssiy a. shire . .cawc

:ccus a. lr.po~r: c. !a*C.* z:ete

si.ila*:r. azft z. 1:4ke~ess b. c-zr-e~c c. d _4 ! efC. e =c;-

attribute a. zge~z b. aczirazIcz C. e~a~rsc c SEc saicn

or~~rai~n a.race b.circlec. oia:. ic

organize a. S 1Z. !f 1e b.arransge c. fimish S,
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c&' che ;la:ccns in cu -enz c7 :. zThe\ e e

:etr~!z~ o ~se,~e rsice :~: al ~asCS -h:-e cc=:azyv .a s ;u:

oc ale:::. '.-h (Give a :c s s e e x a)

'Y. ou. have been invited to a carty on SaturdLy nih. You arrzive ac tine,

but nobody is at the c2ub. Vhy? (Give a possible explanaztion.)
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Classroom Observation Form
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B.&SIC ERLLS ED-:UCA1O!I F-CCz-- V'SoxN0

Cl.assroom obser'.aticn .-Or=

Teacher name

pezception
Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T4&=e at beginnzir.& of class _________

C -Ch.e ck.. n S

1. Number of students in class __D_____a__a._

alterazives

2. Ar'arge=ent of students' des"s.L-ab s

0-Order-ing of

steps

P-Perspectives

2. Instt'~ent and pages coveredR? SOin

3. Malor poiats made in 1I.- £st:uctioti.

a. introduction

Time began _____

Questions asked by teacher (check all chzt w.ere used)

I. What do you see on the page/or on the first two rows, of the
page?

2. What looks fa-M.i1.ar to YOU?

- . 'What!epge voa-y- rv:rsd e need to 61sc-,ss tl:is page?

* M Aor poinrts

limne emced _____
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(Classroom Obse-va cn :c"-, cc rt'd.)

b. Independent ;ork

Time begzz

Teacher activities (check all that were used)

I. Coes frcm student to student and obser-e york.
2. O~fers individual:ed assistance.
3. ?.A nfcrces successful mastery.
4. Iritiates discussion of problens -ith ind vidual students or

s!vera. studezts zogether.
5. Cthbe:

Student activities (check all that apply)

1. Works indlvidually
2. Checks responses with others
3. Offers assistance to others
4. Other:

Time ended

c. Discussion

Time began

Questions asked by teacher (c-heck all that %;ere used)

1. What strategies did -e use to solve these problems?
2. Was one strategy more appropriate than another?
3. Wbich tasks were most difficult? '4-nv?
4. -hink cf an exazple c- bow what we were doiag on the page

relates to our daily lives and/or problems related to !eznizz
n.atlh, sclence, art or music, etc.

5. Othe.r:

Br-iges suggeszez

3v teacher -

By s:uEzn:s -

YaJor ;oints

T_-'ze enced
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(Classroom CObservat.~on Form, cict'd.)

d. Suzmary

Tize began

Rastatenent of objectives

Student evaluation

Time ended

e. Vocabulary list:

4. Classroom atmosphere (Pecord posicive or negative examples in the follo.izg

area s)

Cooperatiou amoag students

Participation in discussion

Attention to discussiou

5. Problem areas for students.

6. Level of stuient interest in i... -atcrls.

5. Ver- interested
4. interested

Z. -i d Inter-ested

2. So-ew*rz: uninterested

1. Deflzmtelv unte:esed

7. Sugges:Iozs for I-z:rcvener:s In =ater-ls.
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